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More electric aircraft has become an interesting topic in recent studies. In this paper, an optimal electric
power generation mechanism is proposed for aircraft. Inverter-interfaced engine-driven induction generators are considered as distributed generators in the aircraft microgrid. Droop controller is applied to
enable the parallel operation of generators and eliminate using of conventional constant speed drives.
A new method is proposed to determine optimal droop gain for active power sharing. The method is
applied to minimize the frequency deviation of the AC aircraft network. In the following, the reactive
power sharing is considered as a challenge in case of asymmetrical load distribution. By proposing a new
algorithm, optimal reactive power droop gain is determined with regard to the small signal stability of
the system. Proposed power sharing methods are evaluated by simulation of a sample aircraft grid. The
optimization results for assigned power and droop gain are given. Simulation results show that the frequency regulation of aircraft electric grid is properly achieved. Also it is shown that the reactive power
sharing is enhanced and the system stability is maintained. © 2020 Journal of Energy Management and Technology
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NOMENCLATURE
Nomenclature
n

Index of generator number

k

Index of time interval

mn,k

Droop gain

f Nom

Nominal frequency

f n,k

Output frequency of generator

Pn,k

Active power of generator

f kM

Frequency of the microgrid

Dk

Frequency elasticity

i

Index of optimization iteration number

re f
mk,i

Reference droop gain
Weighting coefficient

ηk,i
re f

f k,i

Reference frequency

MSFE
µ

Mean square frequency error

Convergence factor

Lc
Coupling inductance
r Lc
Internal resistance of coupling inductance
Lf
Output filter inductance
rL f
Internal resistance of output filter inductance
Cf
Output filter capacitance
ω
Inverter output frequency
ωf
Cut-out frequency
P
Average value of active power
Q
Average value of reactive power
ωn
Nominal value for frequency of the aircraft grid
Vn
Nominal value for voltage of the aircraft grid
k1
Active power droop gain
k2
Reactive power droop gain
k pv
Proportional coefficient of PI controller for voltage controller
k iv
Integral coefficient of PI controller for voltage controller
k pc
Proportional coefficient of PI controller for current controller
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k ic
fs
F

Integral coefficient of PI controller for current controller
Switching frequency of inverter
Feed forward gain

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern aircrafts, utilization of electric power has been more
increased [1]. Electrical systems are more efficient in comparison
with mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems. Therefore,
recent aircraft energy management systems have moved toward
more electric aircraft (MEA). Due to the sensitive characteristic
of aircraft, optimal power generation has great importance in
electric system availability [2].
Electrical utility in aircrafts often consists of two 400 Hz AC
generators with a voltage amplitude of 115 volts, which are
driven by turbojet engines. DC load demand is supplied by
transformer rectifier units. DC aircraft has also been studied in
aircraft electric system studies [3, 4]. With regard to the protection challenges of DC networks, reliability of DC aircraft grids is
not completely guaranteed.
For generating AC power, constant speed drives are used in
combination with synchronous generators. They provide nearly
constant output frequency for the output voltage. Constant
speed drive comprises a mechanical system that is connected
to the engine. Nevertheless, constant speed drives increase the
total weight of the aircraft due to gearbox and other mechanical
structures. Also, the system price is high and its maintenance is
too complex [5].
In conventional aircraft power grids, two synchronous generators in the right and left side separated by a tie switch, supply
the loads. In case of failure, one generator is isolated and load
demand is supplied by the other generator while the normally
open tie switch is closed. Thus, the lack of control mechanism
for the parallel operation of generators has reduced the overall
system reliability [6].
Electrical loads in the aircraft comprise lighting services, motors and actuators, heating, avionics systems and controllers.
The reactive power demand is noteworthy due to the wide range
of electric motor applications in the aircraft [7, 8]. Hence, generators should be properly controlled to produce load reactive
power.
At present, distributed generation (DG) has become an interesting type of power source in modern utilities. DGs give
decentralized power management potential to power grids and
are more flexible due to the using of power electronic converters.
Many researches have been developed to improve the controller
of these converters for industrial applications like aircrafts [9].
Hybrid energy systems have also been considered to enhance
the efficiency and reliability of modern aircrafts. In [10], a hybrid
energy storage system with supercapacitor and battery is considered to supply the power. Discrete wavelet transform is used as
a frequency method for power generation. In [11], an adaptive
online power management algorithm is proposed for a hybrid
battery-supercapacitor energy storage system of the aircraft to
minimize the power fluctuation of the generators. In [12], hybrid
fuel cell and fossil fuel based generators are considered as the
power sources of the aircraft and optimal fossil fuel and hydrogen consumption and polluted gas emission are determined by
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker optimality condition. Increasing the total
aircraft weight and cost and low battery life due to the high
cycling, are the main drawbacks of hybrid systems.
Aircraft electric system can be considered as an islanding
microgrid. In microgrids due to the limitation of power capac-
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ity, energy management has great importance. The microgrid
stability and sustainability depend on power quality of electric
system [13, 14].
Many researches have been developed in optimal power management and improving frequency stability in islanded AC microgrids. In these studies optimization approach is provided
for active power sharing to enhance the frequency regulation
[15, 16].
Load balance is another important factor in the power distribution of aircraft electric grid [17, 18]. Asymmetrical load
distribution concerns the reactive power sharing among the generators [19]. The respect of generators reactive power is not
compatible with the respect of their active power generation
which has been scheduled. In microgrids, one of the most important issues is to supply high quality powers in the presence
of load unbalance. This problem is commonly solved by using
energy storage systems [20], which is not practical solution in
economic and reliable point of view for aircrafts.
The stability of the aircraft power system is critical along with
the power availability to completely supply the load demand. In
[21], the aircraft power system is modeled for eigenvalue analysis and the impact of system parameters on the small signal
stability is investigated. In [22], an aircraft system with recharging batteries is considered and an adaptive sliding manifold
design is proposed to enhance system robustness against uncertainties. The effect of stability analysis on power management
along with reactive power sharing control is not considered in
these studies.
In recent studies, in order to have reliable and stable aircraft
power system, generators normally supply their own network
loads while the networks are electrically isolated. Conventional
generators have high weight due to the utilization of constant
speed drives. On the other hand, modern hybrid power supplies
use battery, supercapacitor and other energy storage systems
which are more costly and less reliable. In these studies, there is
the lack of control method to share the load active and reactive
powers among the generators using power electronic converters.
This paper proposes an optimal power management framework for the aircraft electric grid. Aircraft electric system is
considered as a microgrid. An optimal droop control mechanism is presented to minimize the frequency deviation of the
AC network. A new control method is proposed for reactive
power sharing improvement in presence of asymmetrical load
distribution. Also, voltage and frequency of the equipment in
aircraft network is properly maintained in standard rating. The
paper innovations can be summarized as follows.
• Using power electronic converter instead of constant speed
drive to reduce the aircraft total weight.
• Parallel operation of generators using droop control method
to enhance power supply system reliability.
• Proposing an optimization method in active power sharing
to maintain the frequency of AC network in standard rating.
• Improving the reactive power sharing by modified droop
control method with regard to small signal stability of the
aircraft electric network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2
power generation characteristic and power sharing strategy in
microgrids are discussed. The proposed methodology for optimal power management of aircraft power system is presented in
section 3. Section 4 evaluates the proposed method on a sample
aircraft electric grid and gives the simulation results. Finally,
section 5 consists of the conclusion remarks.
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2. POWER SHARING CONTROL IN AIRCRAFT MICROGRID
In this section, the principle of power sharing between generators in a microgrid is explained. Droop control is a method
to control the power flow of inverter-based DGs in islanded
microgrids. Inspired from conventional systems, it facilitates
the power sharing among the power sources and operates like
governor and exciter of synchronous generators [23].
Droop control mechanism does not use communication links
among the grid generators and it operates by measuring local
voltage and current values. Droop control studies commonly
consider the power flow, voltage and frequency regulation and
line and generation capacity constraints [24, 25].
The output characteristic of fuel-based DGs depends on the
mechanical structure of their primary energy source (PES) [26,
27]. In aircrafts, as the output of the PES has a variable frequency
voltage, the output voltage is rectified to produce a DC voltage.
This DC voltage source is connected to the grid with voltage
source inverter to produce an AC voltage source with the desired
frequency as it is shown in Fig 1.
The energy delivered to the grid is determined by the droop
control method as it is shown in Fig. 1. By means of this method
the demand power is autonomously shared among the generators. Back to back voltage and current controllers are used to
enhance the power quality. Subsequently, the switching pulses
are determined with the inverter pulse width modulation (PWM)
technic [28].
For a microgrid with n generators, droop characteristic for
n-th generator in time interval k is formulated as (1), where mn,k
and f Nom denote droop gain and nominal frequency respectively.
f n,k and Pn,k are the output frequency and active power for each
generator.
f n,k = f Nom − mn,k .Pn,k
(1)
It should be noted that the power deviations due to the load
variation will cause the frequency to be violated from its nominal value which is 400 Hz in aircrafts. The frequency of all
generators should be the same in the microgrid ( f kM ). Therefore
the equality condition of (2) is always imposed. In this way, the
assigned power of each generator is determined.
f kM = f Nom − m1,k .P1,k = f Nom − m2,k .P2,k

(2)

Change in the load or generation in time interval k results in
frequency deviation which is mathematically formulated as (3).
Frequency elasticity of load during time interval k is shown by
Dk . As can be seen in this equation, the amount of droop gain
can affect the frequency of the microgrid.
∆ f kM =

∑ Pn,k −
n

Dk + ∑
n

(3)

Similar to (1), the v-Q droop equation is also applied in microgrids, relating the output voltage of each generator to its output
reactive power.
Considering the aircraft electric system as an islanding microgrid, droop control can be applied for parallel operation of
generators. In this paper it is aimed to determine the optimal
droop gains for the aircraft generators. As it is declared in the
next section, state-of-the-art is to exploit an optimization technic
to assign power to each generator which results in the minimum
frequency deviation for the electric grid. Also, a methodology
is proposed for enhancing reactive power sharing. The new
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method improves the reactive power sharing in presence of
asymmetrical load distribution.

3. PROPOSED POWER SHARING METHODOLOGY
A. Active power sharing

In this paper, a new control method is proposed for the aircraft
electric system to provide 115-volt AC voltage, with a frequency
of 400 Hz. Constant speed drive is eliminated while the induction generator is directly coupled to the prime mover and
considered as PES.
A DC voltage is provided by rectifying the output voltage of
the generator. This structure has less mass and higher efficiency
in comparison with conventional mechanical-based systems.
Faults and degradation can be easily monitored by the sensors.
Monitoring signals are electronic and can be transmitted to the
pilot in real time. The Schematic diagram of aircraft network is
shown in Fig. 2

G2

G1
115 V 400 Hz Bus

AC Loads

AC Loads

DC Loads

DC Loads

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the aircraft network.

In the proposed structure for the MEA, voltage source inverters with an optimized droop control method supply the
power demand of AC loads. Also, DC loads are supplied by
transformer rectifier units. This method enables the parallel
operation of generators and enhances the system reliability. The
main goal of the optimization is to have proper frequency regulation for the MEA.
In interval k and for the first iteration of optimization (i = 1),
the reference droop gain is initially set equal to its previous
re f

re f

interval value (mk,1 = mk−1 ). According to (4), the weighting
coefficient (ηk,i ) is determined in each iteration.
re f

mk,i = ηk,i . f Nom

Pkload
1
mn,k

Vol. 5, Issue 2

(4)

re f

Reference frequency ( f k,i ) is calculated by (5).
re f

re f

f k,i = f Nom − mk,i .Pn,k

(5)

The maximum frequency deviation for the MEA is equal to one
percent of the nominal frequency (∆ f max = 4Hz) [29]. Eq. (6) is
used to check the frequency deviation.
re f

f k,i − f Nom < ∆ f max

(6)

If (6) is satisfied, active power droop gain is calculated by (7).
Otherwise, the weighting coefficient is updated in the next iteration.
re f
mk,i = ηk,i . f k,i
(7)
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Fig. 1. Droop Control mechanism of a distributed generator.

In order to determine the optimal value of the weighting coefficient, mean square frequency error (MSFE) is used which is
defined as (8).


h
i
re f 2
re f re f
MSFE = E (mk,i ) − 2.E mk,i . f k,i .ηk,i


(8)
2
2 .E ( f re f )
+ηk,i
k,i
Equations (9) and (10) can be assumed as follows.


2
2
re f
re f
≈ mk,i − mk,i
E mk,i − mk,i


∇
.∇

h



re f

2

re f

i

mk,i − mk,i
mk,i − mk,i

(9)

re f

= 2. mk,i − mk,i

(10)

By considering MSFE as a function of ηk,i , the gradient function (with respect to ηk,i ) is calculated as (11).


h
i
re f re f
re f 2
(11)
∇ MSFE = −2.E mk,i . f k,i + 2.E ( f k,i ) .ηk,i
Consequently Eq. (12) can be concluded.
re f

re f

∇ MSFE = −2. mk,i − mk,i . f k,i

(12)

According to the steepest descent methodology [30], the weighting coefficient is updated by (13) in each iteration. µ is the
convergence factor and can be chosen according to (14).
re f

re f

ηk,i+1 = ηk,i − 2. mk,i − mk,i . f k,i .µ

|µ| <

1
f Nom

(13)
(14)

The flow chart which is shown in Fig. 3 summarizes the proposed optimization method. By applying this methodology,
the minimum frequency deviation can be achieved for parallel
operation of generators in the aircraft electric grid.
B. Reactive power sharing

For parallel operation of generators in the aircraft electric grid, it
should be noted that load reactive power is not properly shared
among the generators in the conventional methods like droop
control mechanism. In this section, a new method is proposed to
improve reactive power sharing. This method is based on small
signal stability analysis of the network.
In power generation, according to droop methodology, it is
assumed that the generator output frequency is affected by the

produced active power. Also, the voltage magnitude is affected
by the generated reactive power. This assumption is acceptable
for a network with inductive transmission lines. But for the
aircraft, transmission lines are semi-resistive. Therefore, the
generator output frequency and voltage magnitude are both
affected by the produced active and reactive powers.
For mathematical analysis of the droop control method,
equations are usually represented in the dq0 coordinate frame
with the Clarke transformation of voltage and current variables
shown in Fig. 1.
In order to demonstrate the proposed method, first the formula of generators output power are presented as (15) and (16)
in which the instantaneous value of active and reactive powers
are calculated. These equations are obtained from the Clarke
transformation of voltage and current quantities.
p = vod iod + voq ioq

(15)

q = vod ioq − voq iod

(16)

To obtain the average value of active and reactive powers (P
and Q)), a filter with a cut-out frequency of ω f is applied to p
and q values. For each generator, output frequency and voltage
can be calculated as (17) and (18) which are realized as droop
equations.
ω = ωn − k 1 P
(17)
v∗od = Vn − k2 Q

(18)

In frequency and voltage droop equations, ωn and Vn are the
nominal value for frequency and voltage of the aircraft grid.
Active and reactive power droop gains (k1 and k2 ) are commonly
determined from allowable frequency and voltage deviation
based on the construction of each individual generator as shown
in (19) and (20).
ωmax − ωmin
k1 =
(19)
Pmax
v
− vod min
k2 = od max
(20)
Qmax
Frequency is a general value for all the generators in the microgrid and the voltage is a local variable. It means that generators
should have equal output frequencies but their output voltage
can be different according to the symmetry of load distribution.
Therefore according to (17) and (18), asymmetrical load distribution can affect the reactive power sharing while it has no impact
on active power sharing.
In order to improve reactive power sharing, the value of k2
should be optimally selected. Increasing the reactive power
droop gain from k2 to k02 reduces the amount of reactive power
generation for a reference output voltage as it can be seen in Fig.
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Fig. 3. The flowchart for determining the optimal active power

droop gain.

Fig. 5. The impact of increasing droop gain on the aircraft

network eigenvalues.

4. In this figure, k2 and k02 are the slope of v-Q charachtristic. It
shows that the high reactive power droop gain results is lower
required reactive power generation for a specific terminal voltage. The aircraft electric grid stability is affected by increasing

Fig. 4. Effect of increasing droop gain on the generator reac-

tive power generation.
the reactive power droop gain. In order to study this impact on
the system stability, an eigenvalue analysis is provided in the
following. By linearizing droop equations given in (21) and (22),
the system eigenvalues can be obtained as a function of reactive
power droop gain which is shown in Fig. 5.
δ=

Z

( ω − ωn )

(21)

Fig. 5 shows that higher values of k2 , results moving eigenvalues to instability region (positive side of horizontal frame).
This will cause the instability of the aircraft electric grid. In
the proposed control structure, reactive power droop gain is
increased and it is marginally selected according to the stable
region. In other words, the upper limit for the reactive power
droop gain is selected when eigenvalues move beyond the stable
region according to small signal stability analysis of the aircraft
electric system.
In addition to using of the proposed method for determining
the optimal reactive power droop gain, the voltage and current
controllers are applied as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen in this
figure that the controller consists of two voltage and current
parts. The inputs of the controller are v∗od and ω which are determined by droop controller. Also, v∗oq equals zero to eliminate
the negative sequence of output voltage for the generator. Other
variables are measured from the utility according to Fig. 1.
Voltage and current controllers with inner PI controllers,
damp high-frequency oscillations and improve the aircraft network stability. Also, inner feed-forward loops improve the system sustainability against load disturbances. PI gains can be
determined by Ziegler-Nichols rule to ensure the system stability. The positive proportional control gain (k c ) is selected when a
step up in the input, results a moved up in the steady state value
of the process output when the controller is in the P-only mode.
By applying step increments in k c and observing the steady state
output, when a sustained periodic oscillation happened, this
critical value of k c is considered as the ultimate gain (Gu ). Also,
the period of oscillation is referred to as the ultimate period (Pu ).
Gu
Therefore, proportional coefficient of PI controller is equal to 2.2
6Gu
and the integral coefficient is equal to 11Pu . Proportional gain
will decrease the output response rise time while the integral
gain will eliminate the steady state error.
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Fig. 6. Voltage and current controllers.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the proposed power sharing method is evaluated. A sample aircraft electric grid is considered as a microgrid
and the simulation results are shown. Aircraft electric loads
include pumps, fans, heater, avionics systems, valve operation
and lighting services. Two generators, one (G1) in the left and
other (G2) in the right side of the aircraft are planned to have
equal droop gain in order to generate the same active power.

Table 1. Optimization results of active power droop gains.

Mode

Ground

Climb

Cruise

Descend

Fig. 7. Operating frequency of the aircraft grid for all time

intervals of a sample flight.
Operating frequency of aircraft grid for all time intervals of a
sample flight is given in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the aircraft frequency is maintained between upper and lower limits according
to standard rating [29]. Optimization results of droop gains for

Ground

Time

Total Load

Droop gain

Frequency

interval

(kw)

(mHz/kw)

(Hz)

1

128

160.75

401.89

2

149

159.32

398.32

3

159

159.69

399.22

4

144

160.46

401.15

5

130

160.45

401.13

6

144

159.55

398.88

7

109

161.12

402.82

8

120

159.68

399.21

9

150

159.16

397.9

10

148

159.91

399.78

11

174

159.18

397.96

12

183

159.69

399.23

13

159

160.77

401.94

14

136

160.76

401.91

15

110

160.81

402.02

different time intervals of aircraft operation are given in Table 1.
It can be seen that the microgrid frequency regulation is properly
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the load is balanced between the left and right side of the aircraft before t = 0.5s.In this time an asymmetrical step-up load
change occurs in the left side of the network. It can be seen that
two generators have equal reactive power generation in case of
balanced load distribution between the left and right side of the
aircraft. Unlikely, after an increment in the load level of the left
side, generated reactive power of G1 is dominantly higher than
G2. Simulation results are given in Fig. 10 for the aircraft with
the proposed methodology. The controller and network parameters are given in Table 2. Proportional and integral coefficients
of the inner PI controller are given. For the voltage controller
they are k pv and k iv and for the current controller are k pc and
k ic . Switching frequency is given as f s for the inverter. By comFig. 8. Active power sharing between generators in the aircraft

network.

Fig. 9. Reactive power sharing results in the conventional

method.

Fig. 10. Reactive power sharing results in the proposed

method.
achieved.
The simulation results for active power sharing in one interval is shown in Fig. 8. As it is expected, two generators generate
equal active power in the steady state time. It is due to the
equal active power droop gain which has been set. The transient
time is very short and does not concern the power quality of the
aircraft electric system. In order to show the performance of
proposed reactive power sharing algorithm in the aircraft, first,
the simulation results of reactive power sharing are given for
conventional droop method in Fig. 9 [31]. In the test system,

Table 2. The grid and controller parameters for the proposed

control method.
Lf

1.35 mH

fs

8 kHz

rL f

0.1 Ω

Cf

50 µ F

r Lc

0.03 Ω

Lc

0.35 mH

F

0.75

ωf

31.41 rad/s

k ic

390

k pv

0.05

riv

16000

k pc

10.5

paring Figs. 9 and 10, it can be concluded that reactive power
sharing is enhanced in the proposed method. In other words,
the difference between generated reactive power of generators
in the proposed method is less than the conventional method.
This has been achieved by choosing an optimal reactive power
droop coefficient considering small signal stability of aircraft
electric grid.
Applying the optimal reactive power droop gain has no impact on active power sharing and the electric system of aircraft
is stable. Fig. 11 shows the output voltage of generators in the
proposed method. It can be seen that the terminal voltage is
in the standard range (± 10%) for the equipment of the aircraft
[29].
In the droop control method, frequency of each generator
changes by variations in generated active power. When a change
in the load demand occurs, the frequency of microgrid reaches
the steady state point after the transient time. Generators may
have different frequencies during the transient time. It should
be pointed out that only one operating frequency is possible for
generators in the microgrid. Therefore, active power is shared
among the generators with respect to their droop gain ratios. In
the aircraft, generators produce equal active power because they
have equal active power droop gain.
Active power sharing does not depend on the symmetry of
load distribution in the aircraft network. But in case the load
consumption is not equally distributed between the left and
right side, the reactive power sharing is not equal among the
generators with equal reactive power droop gain. By applying
the proposed method, the optimal reactive power droop gain
is determined which results in a minimum difference between
reactive power generations of two generators.
It should be noted that having equal reactive power is not
possible for generators in the aircraft according to the relation
between output reactive power and the output voltage for each
generator. Unlike the frequency which is a general quantity in
the network, the output voltage of each generator is a local value.
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eigenvalue analysis of the aircraft electric grid, optimal droop
gains were determined. The proposed method was applied to
a sample aircraft electric network and simulation results were
given. Results proved the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in minimizing the grid frequency regulation as well as
proper active power sharing. Also, simulation results show that
the reactive power sharing is enhanced and the aircraft system
stability is maintained.
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way, constant speed drive which is a mechanical structure is
eliminated and the aircraft weight is reduced. A droop control
method is applied to enable the parallel operation of generators
in the aircraft. By using MSFE and gradient descent algorithms,
optimal droop gain was obtained. Also, a methodology is proposed to improve the reactive power sharing in asymmetrical
load distribution. It is showed that choosing the optimal reactive
power droop gain according to the stability analysis of the system improves the reactive power sharing. Hence, considering
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